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1 Introduction

Target files used with HomeLESS Hit Analyzer are simple text files with “tgt” suffix.  This
solution allows easy way to add new targets created by the user. So there can be used lot
of  targets  independently  to  software  creator.  Every  “tgt”  file  contain  values  of  target
dimensions, type of target and name of the target. Each  value is on separate line.

1.1 Names and directories
Each file must be a name that starts with a unique number (two digits). The rest of the
name can be arbitrarily. But it is recommended to separate the words with an underscore.
File extension must be “tgt”.  Use short and concise names. For example, the right name
is:  “01_airgun_cz.tgt”.  All tgt files must be in “targets” directory in Hit Analyzer directory
otherwise can result in abnormal behavior of program.

1.2 Meaning of used Units

All  target dimensions are  dimensionless and depend on the used units of  caliber.  For
example, when using the metric system of marking caliber (using millimeters, 7.62 mm),
the target is processed in milimeters (values are understood in millimeters). This is a very
readable for humans, but inside in program are not units used. Every calculation is in the
dimensionless variables. The result depends only on the aspect ratio of the target and the
projectile (caliber).
It sounds complicated, but it's easy.  Just think in the same units for setting target and
caliber. If using inches during compiling target, use inches when entering the caliber into
HomeLESS Hit Analyzer.
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2 Circle target

Is the basic target
represented by concentric
circles with defined
diameters and point
values.  They auto centred
in program, but position
can be changed manually.
In “tgt” file are represented
by 13 values. All values
will explained below. 

Contain of “tgt” file 
for circle target:
(file 
“01_airgun_cz.tgt”)

Airgun CZ
0
120
108
96
84
72
60
48
36
24
12
7

Modify these 13 values
will change target to many
versions.
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Line number meaning

0 target name

1 target type (zero)

2 1 point diameter

3 2 points diameter

4 3 points diameter

5 4 points diameter

6 5 points diameter

7 6 points diameter

8 7 points diameter

9 8 points diameter

10 9 points diameter

11 10 points diameter

12 number of black 
diameter

Target type for circle target is zero.
There are three subtypes of circles.

Full circle – contain every circle from 1
point to 10 points.

Half circle – start with circle value 
different from 1 point. Can contain only 
one circle with 10 point value.

Fragmented circle – some diameters 
are missing, but must contain 10 points
diameter. 

Missing diameters are represented by
writing  zero  in  their  line position.
Subtypes of targets can be combined.
Line number 12  is for ghost target*  in
main program.

2.1 Examples of circle targets
    Full circle target values Full circle target preview

Line number value

0 Airgun CZ

1 0

2 120

3 108

4 96

5 84

6 72

7 60

8 48

9 36

10 24

11 12

12 7

* Ghost calibration target is used for synchronization between the real target and target 
inside HomeLESS.
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    Half circle target values Half circle target preview

Line number value

0 Airgun CZ

1 0

2 0

3 0

4 0

5 0

6 72

7 60

8 48

9 36

10 24

11 12

12 7

    Fragmented circle target values Fragmented circle target preview

Line number value

0 Airgun CZ

1 0

2 120

3 0

4 96

5 0

6 72

7 0

8 48

9 0

10 24

11 12

12 7
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3 Square circle target

They are similar to circle target, but contain two square areas. So the hit zone is square
with circles. The circle target inside the  areas is ruled as circle target type  in previous
chapter (Circle target). The change form previous targets type is input of areas A and B
and position of included circle target. Required information of areas are shown below.

Ref(0,0) Referential point

A1(x,y) A1X and A1Y 
coordinates of upper 
left corner of area A

A2(x,y) A2X and A2Y 
coordinates of lower 
right corner of area A

B1(x,y) B1X and B1Y 
coordinates of upper 
left corner of area B

B2(x,y) B2X and B2Y 
coordinates of lower 
right corner of area B

Center(x,y) CX and CY 
coordinates for centre 
of circle target in 
squares

But some data are redundant or constant, so that it is not necessary to write them into to
the  “tgt”  file.  For example: A1Y and B1X is always zero, A2Y is same as B1Y, etc.  The
areas are represented by  7 values  in  “tgt”  file.  So the  “tgt”  file  of  square circle target
contains  20  values  (first  13  include  circle  target,  next  7  are  new) All  values  will  be
explained below. 
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3.1 Example of square circle target

To demonstrate it there is a military target, containing two areas and half circle target.

Square circle values Square circle target preview

Line number Meaning

0 target name

1 target type (one)

2 1 point diameter

3 2 points diameter

4 3 points diameter

5 4 points diameter

6 5 points diameter

7 6 points diameter

8 7 points diameter

9 8 points diameter

10 9 points diameter

11 10 points diameter

12 number of highlighted 
diameter*

13 A1X

14 A2X

15 A2Y

16 B2X

17 B2Y

18 CX

19 CY

* This diameter  is used for better synchronization between the real target and the ghost
calibration target (as in the case of Circle target).
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3.2 Diameters settings example

Contain of “tgt” file for 
square circle target:
(file “06_Military_CZ.tgt”)*

Values of square circle targets

Military CZ
1
0
0
0
0
169.7**
118.5
94.5
70.5
46.5
22.5
8
31.5
57
45
120
75
60
60

* Imported values of cirlces are highlighted
** This value must be bigger than the distance from the corner to the center of circles.
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3.3 Areas settings example

Contain of “tgt” file for square 
circle target:
(file “06_Military_CZ.tgt”)*

Values of square circle targets

Military CZ
1
0
0
0
0
169.7
118.5
94.5
70.5
46.5
22.5
8
31.5
57
45
120
75
60
60

*Imported values of areas are highlighted.
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4 Summary

With this manual you can easily create your favorite target. The only restrictions are used 
types of targets and your imagination. Prepared targets can be downloaded from the 
project website: http://homeless-eng.webnode.com/.

Important: 

- Print target to the matte paper! (plain paper fits)

- Printed target must be well and evenly lit.

- Use right names and right directories.

- This manual is under creative commons licence: CC BY-SA 3.0
Attribution-ShareAlike 3.0 Unported (CC BY-SA 3.0) 
http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0/

If  you  have  any  questions  regarding  the  creation  of  tgt  file,  drop  me  an  email
(laabicz@gmail.com subject: “tgt file”) or ask a question at the project site.
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